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Abstract 
Brown, C. and D. Gurr. A representation theorem for quantales. Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 85 (1993) 27-42. 
We define a relational quantale to be a quantale whose elements are relations on a set A, 
ordered by inclusion and forming a monoid under relational composition. Such quantales have 
been studied in several areas of theoretical computer science. and constitute a sound and 
complete class of models for non-commutative linear logic. We show that every quantale is 
isomorphic to a relational quantale, and investigate the classification of quantales according to 
properties of their representations as relational quantales. 
1. Introduction 
Quantales are a generalisation of locales, introduced by Mulvey [15] with the 
aim of providing a constructive formulation of the foundations of quantum 
mechanics. They have been studied by Abramsky and Vickers [l], Ambler [3], 
Joyal and Tierney [13], Niefield and Rosenthal [16] and Yetter [19], among 
others. Interest in quantales has recently been stimulated by the fact [19] that 
quantales provide a sound and complete class of models for linear intuitionistic 
logic [7], just as complete Heyting algebras model intuitionistic logic. 
In this paper, we study relational quantales, in which the elements are relations 
on a set A ordered by inclusion, and the monoid operation is relational composi- 
tion. As Vickers has remarked [18], examples of such structures have been 
studied by Hoare and He [9] as models for the semantics of non-deterministic 
while programs. They are also used by Backhouse et al. [4, lo] in their treatment 
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of partial identity relations and partial equivalence relations as datatypes, and by 
Jones and Sheeran [12] for the design of VLSI circuits. 
Our main result is a representation theorem which states that every quantale is 
isomorphic to a relational quantale. In fact, the category of quantales is equiva- 
lent to the subcategory of relational quantales. It follows from these results that 
relations provide a sound and complete class of models of both linear intuitionistic 
logic and non-commutative linear intuitionistic logic. Further, we give a classifica- 
tion of quantales according to properties of their isomorphic relational quantales. 
In Section 2, we recall some basic results about quantales. In Section 3, we 
introduce relational quantales and prove that every quantale is isomorphic to a 
relational quantale. In Section 4, we extend this result to an equivalence of 
categories between the category of quantales and a category of relational quan- 
tales. In Section 5, we classify quantales according to properties of their iso- 
morphic relational quantales. Finally, in Section 6, we describe some applications 
of this work, in particular the completeness of linear logic with respect to 
interpretation in relational quantales. 
2. Quantales 
We recall some basic definitions concerning quantales [16, 18, 191. 
Definition 2.1. A qua&ale is a 4-tuple (Q, 5, 8, 1) such that 
l (Q, 5) is a complete join semi-lattice, 
l (Q, 8, 1) is a monoid with unit 1, and 
l for any indexing set .I, p 63 V,,J qj = VJEJ (p @ q,) and ( ViE, pi)@ q = 
V,,J (P, @ 4). 
Notation 2.2. We shall sometimes write Q to stand for the quantale (Q, 5, 
@‘, I>. 
Remark 2.3. Some authors [17] have used the term unital quantale for the objects 
of Definition 2.1. 
Remark 2.4. If (Q, 5, @, 1) is a quantale then (Q, 5) is a complete lattice, 
since any complete join semi-lattice is also a complete lattice (see for example, 
[111>. 
Example 2.5. Frames are quantales in which @ and meet coincide. In fact, 
quantales are precisely monoids in the category of join semi-lattices [13]. 
Example 2.6. The powerset Y(M) of a monoid (M, +, 0) is a quantale with joins 
given by unions, the operation @ given by 
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and unit 1 = (0). (9’(M), c, (0)) is the free quantale on (M, +, 0). 
Definition 2.7. A quantale is commutative if (Q, ‘$3, 1) is a commutative monoid. 
Definition 2.8. A quantale is infinitefy distributive if the lattice (Q, 5) is such that 
finite meets distribute over arbitrary joins, that is, 
PA V 4, =V (PAqj) i 1 
Definition 2.9. A quantale is @A-distributive if for any indexing set J, 
P@ A q,= A (P@qj) and 
jEJ jEJ 
@4=,$J(P,@4). 
Definition 2.10. An element p of a quantale is completely coprime (CCP) if 
P+h, implies that there exists i E J such that p 5 q, . 
IEJ 
Definition 2.11. A quantale Q is completely coprime algebraic (CCPA) if for each 
qE Q> 
q= V (pEQIpisCCPandp5q). 
Definition 2.12. Let (Q, 5, 63, 1) and (Q’, s’, B’, 1’) be quantales. A function 
from Q to Q’ is a quantule homomorphism if it preserves the monoid structure 
and all joins, and a quantale isomorphism if it is also a bijection. 
Lemma 2.13. Meets, infinite distributivity, @A -distributivity and CCP algebraicity 
are each preserved by quantale isomorphism. 
Proof. Routine. 0 
Definition 2.14. Let ((2, 5, 8, 1) be a quantale. A 
generators for Q if 
l forallqEQ,wehaveq~V{gE~~g~q}and 
l for all go 59 and q,rEQ, if gsq@r then there 
gsq@h and hsr. 
set % 2 Q is a set of 
exists h E 3 such that 
Remark 2.15. Note two immediate consequences of this definition. First, if 9 is a 
set of generators for Q then for any q E Q we have q = V{ g E 23 1 g 5 q}. 
Second, for any g E 9 and q,r,s E Q we have g 5 (q @ r) 8s if and only if there 
exists hE 3such that gSq@h and hzr@s. 
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Notation 2.16. In the remainder of this paper, p,q,y, . will range over elements 
of a quantale, and g,h,k, . . over a set of generators. 
Example 2.17. Let (44, +, 0) be a monoid. The singleton sets {{m} 1 m E M} 
constitute a set of generators for the free quantale on (M, +, 0). This follows, via 
Lemma 5.3, from the fact that the singleton sets are the complete coprimes. 
3. Relational quantales 
Definition 3.1. Let A be a set. A relational quantale on A is a pair (2, Z) where 
22 c P(A x A) and I E 2? such that 
0 (2, c) is a complete join semi-lattice, 
l (%O> Z) is a monoid, 
l for any indexing set J, p~V,,,q,=V,,,(poqj) and (VjEJp,)oq= 
v,E./(Pj"4)T 
where 0 is relational composition, that is, Ro S = {(a, b) 1 3c. (a, c) E R and 
(c, 6) ES>. 
Remark 3.2. Note that in a relational quantale, while we have U A, & V A,, we 
do not in general have equality because U A, may not be an element of the 
quantale, as Example 3.6 illustrates. We address this point in Section 5. 
We say that a relational quantale (2, 1) is commutative if (9, 0, Z) is a 
commutative monoid. It is immediate that any (commutative) relational quantale 
is a (commutative) quantale. 
Example 3.3. Let A be any set and let A, be the diagonal relation {(a, a) 1 a E 
A}. Then (P(A x A), A,) is a relational quantale in which joins are given by 
unions. Hoare and He [Y] use this example to model non-deterministic while 
programs. 
Example 3.4. Let R be a pre-order on a set A. An order ideal [6] for R is a 
relation T on A such that R 0 T c T and To R & T. The set of order ideals for R is 
a relational quantale on A with I = {(a, b) ( a R b and b R a}. 
Example 3.5. Let 9 be the closed interval [0, l] of the real line, and let 9 be the 
set of subsets of 4 x 9 of the form 
{(x, Y> I e-4 7 
where a E [0, l] and . is multiplication of reals. That is, 9 consists of all the 
shaded areas of the form 
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Let I = {(x, y ) 1 y 5 x}. Then (9, 1) is a commutative relational quantale, in 
which non-empty finite joins are given by unions, and the bottom element is the 






0 1 0 1 0 1 
Example 3.6. Let A be a 4-element set. Let Q be the set of relations represented 
below (a blob at an intersection indicates that the pair of elements of A 
represented by the intersecting lines is in the relation): 
l!liwSlHH 
I a 1 T 
It is readily verified that Q is a relational quantale with lattice structure given by 
a iT\ 1 
\/ I 
and in which relational composition is given by 
I a 1 T 
I I I I 
I 1 a T 
I a 1 T 
I T T T 
Observe that joins are not given by unions, since a v 1 = T # a U 1. 
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This relational quantale is isomorphic to the powerset P(Z,) of the additive 
group Z,, via the map sending 0 to I, (0) to 1, (1) to a and (0, l} to T. 
We now establish the main result of this paper, that every quantale is 
isomorphic to a relational quantale on its underlying set. The proof of the 
theorem will follow from a number of subsidiary results. 
Notation 3.7. Let (Q, 5, @‘, 1) be a quantale, let % C Q be a set of generators 
for Q and let YE Q. We write 
i={(g,q)IgE~,qEQandg~r~q} and $={PlrEQ}. 
Lemma 3.8. With the above notation, i c s^ if and only if r 5 s 
Proof. (+) Suppose that g E $4 is such that g 5 r. Then g 5 r C3 1 and SO ( g, 1) E 
i. Hence (g,l)E$forallgE%suchthatgzr,thusgss@l=sforallgE% 
suchthatg~r,andthusr=V{gE??Ig~r}~s. 
(c$) If (g,q)Ei then gE% and g~r@q~s@q since ~5s and @ is 
monotonic. Hence (g, q) E s^ and i C s^. 0 
Lemma 3.9. (0, C) is a complete join semilattice with VT = V/;; and ios^ = 
FGz 
Proof. By definition, ri 5 Vrj for each j, and so by Lemma 3.8, c C 2, for each 
j. Therefore, n, is an upper bound for {T} . 
Suppose that s^ is another upper bound, that is, c;‘c s^ for each j. Then r, 5 s E 
each j, by Lemma 3.8, whence Vrj 5 s and so by Lemma 3.8, c, C s^. Thus V r, 
is the least upper bound of {c}. 






as required. 0 
Proposition 3.10. (0, 1) is a relational quantale on Q. 
Proof. (0, C) is a complete join semilattice, by Lemma 3.9. Further, Q is closed 
under 0 by Lemma 3.9, 0 is associative and ^1 is the unit of 0, since 
poi=z=F and jo;=sr=i. 
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Finally, 0 distributes over joins on both sides, since 
and similarly, (VT)oi = V(Tos1). 0 
Theorem 3.11. (Q, 5, 8, 1) is isomorphic to the relational quantale (0, 1). 
Proof. Let (z) be the function from Q to $ mapping r to i. Then (Q, 1) is a 
relational quantale by Proposition 3.10. The function (-) is a quantale homo- 
morphism by Lemma 3.9 and it is a bijection on the underlying sets of Q and $ 
by Lemma 3.8. Thus (‘) is an isomorphism of quantales. 0 
It only remains to demonstrate the existence of a set of generators for Q. 
Lemma 3.12. Let (Q, 5, 63, 1) be a quantale. Then Q is a set of generators for 
(Q, 5, 8, 1). 
Proof. The first condition of Definition 2.14 is immediate. For the second 
condition, suppose that p 5 q @ r. Putting h = r, we have h 5 r and p 5 q @ h. 0 
Corollary 3.13. Every (commutative) quantale is isomorphic to a (commutative) 
relational quantale on its underlying set. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.12, Q is a set of generators for (Q, 5, @, 1) and therefore, 
by Theorem 3.11, Q is isomorphic to the relational quantale ( Q, i). 
Further, (Q, 5, 8, 1) is a commutative quantale if and only if (Q, i) is 
commutative, since by Lemma 3.9, 
As an example, observe that the relational quantale of Example 3.6 is e. 
Remark 3.14. A different and closely related representation of a quantale Q as a 
relational quantale is given by the ‘subgraphs’ of the regular representation of Q, 
as follows. Observe that End(Q), the homomorphisms from Q to Q, ordered 
pointwise, form a quantale under functional composition. The subquantale of 
End(Q) comprising the homomorphisms of form - 8 r for r E Q is isomorphic to 
Q.’ Such a construction follows Cayley, and is generally known as the regular 
representation for Q. Note that if the monoid (Q, 8) did not have a unit (as in 
I This can be seen as a consequence of the Yoneda lemma for Q viewed as a one-object bicategory. 
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some definitions), we would not obtain an isomorphism. We define the subgraph 
of the function - @ r to be the relation r given by 
Let Q={YIYEQ}. Then (Q,l) is a relational quantale isomorphic to Q. 
4. Some categorical remarks 
In Section 3, we stated and proved a representation theorem for quantales. We 
can extent this result to an equivalence of categories between the category of 
quantales and the subcategory of relational quantales. 
We write Quant for the category of quantales and quantale homomorphisms, 
and CQuant for the full subcategory of commutative quantales. Since every 
relational quantale is a quantale, relational quantales form a full subcategory of 
Quant. We write RQuant for the full subcategory of relational quantales and 
CRQuant for the full subcategory of commutative relational quantales. 
There is an evident inclusion functor L from RQuant to Quant. Further, the 
restriction of L to CRQuant is an inclusion functor from CRQuant to CQuant. 
Lemma 4.1. The following assignment, 
l (Q, 5, C3, l)~($,i) and 
l f-f, 
where ( 0, 7) is constructed as in Corollary 3.13 and f is given by f(F) = F, defines 
a functor (c) : Quant+ RQuant. Further, the restriction of (‘) to CQuant is a 
functor from CQuant to CRQuant. 
Proof. Let f : Q- Q’. We have 
f( V P) = j(c) (by Lemma 3.9) 
=fp) ( by definition of f) 
= v’-i;‘ (as f is a quantale homomorphism) 
=vF (by Lemma 3.9) 
= V f(<;) (by definition of p) 
so f preserves all joins. Further, we have f(T) = f?= p and 
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and this completes the proof. 0 
Proposition 4.2. The functors L and (‘) form an equivalence of categories between 
Quant and RQuant. Further, their restrictions form an equivalence of categories 
between CQuant and CRQuant. 
Proof. We have m)) = 4 and L( 0) = &, Now, by Theorem 3.11, 22 g $ and 
Q s 0, so it only remains to verify naturality. However, this follows immediately 
from the definition of f(i) = z The result for CQuant and CRQuant follows 
similarly. 0 
5. A classification of quantales 
We have shown that every quantale is isomorphic to a relational quantale. It is 
natural to ask whether this result can be strengthened, and in particular, whether 
any quantale is isomorphic to a relational quantale in which all joins are given by 
unions, or to one in which all joins are given by unions and all meets by 
intersections. 
Definition 5.1. A quantale is simple if it is isomorphic to a relational quantale in 
which joins are given by union. A quantale is pure if it is isomorphic to a 
relational quantale in which joins are given by union and meets are given by 
intersection. 
Remark 5.2. Note that the term simple has been used by other authors to denote 
different properties of a quantale. 
We have attempted to classify pure and simple quantales. Figure 1 summarises 
our results. Each box contains a property of quantales and an arrow between 
boxes implies that if a quantale satisfies the source property, it satisfies the target 
property. A crossed arrow indicates that the implication does not hold. 
Lemma 5.3. Let (Q, 5, 8, 1) be a CCPA quantale and let 22 be the set consisting 
of all its complete coprimes. Then 99 is a set of generators for Q. 
Proof. AsQisCCPA,forallq~Qwehaveq=V{g~~)g~q}. 
It remains to show that for all g E 9? and q,r E Q, if g 5 q @ r then there exists 
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r=V{kE9?Iksr}. Hence g~q~V{kE~Ik~r}=V{q~kIkE~ and 
k 5 r}. But g is complete coprime and so for some h E 92 we have g 5 q 8 h and 
hsr. 0 
Notation 5.4. From now on, 9 will denote the complete coprimes of a quantale 
Q. 
Lemma 5.5. Let (Q, 5, 8, 1) be a CCPA quantale. Then VT= U c 
Proof. 
U;;=U{(g,q)lgE~andg~r,~q} 
={(g, q) I gE gand$. gsr,@q) 
=((g,q)1gE%andg~V(~,@q)] (sincegisCCP) 
=((wd 1 gEgandgs(V r,)@q} 
= v”;, = V c (byLemma3.9). 
Observe that I is not CCP, since I is by definition below the empty join. Thus 
we have I={(g,q)lgE% and g5l@q}={(g,q)IgE% and gsl}= 
0. 0 
Proposition 5.6. Let Q be a CCPA quantale. Then Q is simple and infinitely 
distributive. 
Proof. Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 and Theorem 3.11 show that every CCPA quantale is 
simple. Since Q is CCPA, to show distributivity it suffices to show that a complete 
coprime is below p A Vq, if and only if it is below V( p A q,). 
SupposegisCCPandgrpA Vq,.ThengspandgsVq,. Hencegsqifor 
some i and so g 5 p A qi and so g 5 V( p A q,). 
Conversely, if g is CCP and g 5 V( p A qj) then g 5 p A q, for some i and so 
glp and gsq,, and so gsp andgs Vq,, whence gsp A Vq,. 0 
The converse to this result does not hold, as Example 5.10 demonstrates. 
However, we do have the following result. 
Proposition 5.7. Let Q be a simple, infinitely distributive quantafe with no infinite 
descending chains. Then Q is CCPA. 
Proof. Let (9, Z) be a simple, infinitely distributive relational quantale iso- 
morphic to Q. By Lemma 2.13, it suffices to show that (9, Z) is CCPA. Suppose 
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9 is not CCPA. Then, as 9 has no infinite descending chains, 22 has a minimal 
element q such that q # U {g E 33 1 g & q}. Then q is certainly not CCP whence 
there exist q, such that q L U { q,} but q gq, for any q,. Then q = q A U { qi} 
which, by infinite distributivity, equals U {q A 4;). Since qgq, for any qi we 
haveq/\q,Cqforeachq,,whence,byminimalityofq,q/\q,=U(gE~Ig~ 
q,} for each qi. Hence q = U {q A qi} = U {g E 23 1 g C q} which contradicts our 
hypothesis. 0 
Corollary 5.8. Let Q be a pure quantale with no infinite descending chains. Then 
QisCCPA. Cl 
We have been unable to establish whether or not CCPA implies pure, although 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.9. A quantale with no infinite descending chains is CCPA and 
@A -distributive if and only if it is pure and @A -distributive. 
Proof. (+) 
= {(g,q)Igt~andg~/1(r,~q)} 
= ( ( g, q) I g E 99 and g I ( A r,) @ q} (by @r\ -distributivity) 
=6,=/1;;. 
(+) follows from Corollary 5.8. 0 
We now present examples which establish each of the following results: 
l simple and infinitely distributive does not imply CCPA, 
l simple does not imply infinitely distributive (and hence simple does not imply 
pure), and 
l neither pure nor CCPA implies @A-distributive. 
Example 5.10. Let 9 be the closed interval [0, l] of the real line with the usual 
ordering, and let . be multiplication. It is readily seen that (9, 5, .) is a 
commutative quantale with unit 1. It is infinitely distributive [ll]. However, it has 
no complete coprimes since for all a, 
a= V {xlx<a} 
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and therefore it is not CCPA. In fact, (3,l) is the relational quantale of Example 
3.5, in which joins are not given by unions. However, if we let 9. be the set of 
subsets of 9 x 4 of the form, 
1l-G Y> I Y<a.xl: 
where a E [0, 11, and let I be the set {(x, y ) 1 y < x} then it can be verified that 
(9, 1) is a relational quantale isomorphic to (9, 5, .). Further, joins in (9, Z) 
are given by unions. 
Thus (9, 5, .) is a simple, infinitely distributive quantale which is not CCPA. 
Example 5.11. Let elements of Q be the following relations on the three-element 
set: 
a b 
It is readily verified that Q is closed under relational composition 0 and that 1 is 




’ 1 \ 
This lattice has joins given by union, but is not distributive (see for example [ll]) 
and hence is not infinitely distributive. 
This example shows that a quantale may be simple without being (infinitely) 
distributive. It also shows that a quantale may be simple without being pure, since 
pure quantales without infinite descending chains are infinitely distributive. 
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It is readily verified that Q is a pure relational quantale isomorphic to $F’(Z,). 
However, Q is not @~-distributive, since 
This example also shows that CCPA does not imply @A-distributive as, by 
Corollary 5.8, pure implies CCPA. Note that CCPA, @A-distributive quantales 
exist. An example is the quantale 91, where 1 is the one-element monoid. 
6. Applications 
We give two applications of our results. The first is based on the observation 
that we can construct a quantale G’ from a group G by ordering G discretely, 
adjoining top and bottom elements and extending the group multiplication in the 
evident way. The elements of the group form a set of generators, and our 
construction yields 
ci = {(ab. b)} U {(b, T)} . 
Now {(ab, b)) is a p ermutation of the elements of G and G + is isomorphic to 
2 by Theorem 3.11, from which it is easy to obtain Cayley’s Theorem, that 
every group is isomorphic to a subgroup of a group of permutations. 
The second application is to Girard’s linear logic [7]. Intuitionistic linear logic 
(ILL) [S] without negation can be interpreted in any commutative quantale: given 
an interpretation of the linear atoms as elements of the quantale, the connectives 
&,@,@,-o and ! are interpreted respectively by meet, join, 8, + and !, where 
--+ 9 is the right adjoint of -@q and !q = V{r 1 r 5 1 A q A (r@r)}. With this 
interpretation, commutative quantales form a sound and complete class of models 
for ILL [ 1, 191. In fact, quantales form a sound and complete class of models for 
non-commutative intuitionistic linear logic (NILL) [2,5] in which the structural 
rule of ‘exchange’ is also discarded. 
It is a simple consequence of our representation theorem that relational 
quantales suffice to provide sound and complete classes of models for ILL and 
NILL, as we now show. 
Notation 6.1. Let Q be a quantale and T an interpretation of the linear atoms 
in Q. We say that (Q, 7) entails the sequent r,, r,, . , r,, k A, denoted 
rk (Q,T) A, if [[T,n~ur~n~...~ur,,n’[IAn. In the special case where n =O, we 
say that (Q, > T entails the sequent 1 A if 1~ [A]. Further, we write r k A if 
rk (v,T) A for all quantales Q and interpretations 7, and r k R A if r k (e,r) A 
for all relational quantales Q and interpretations 7. 
Proposition 6.2. r 1 A if and only if r k R A. 
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Proof. Let Q be a quantale and 7 an interpretation of the IlEar atoms in Q. Let + 
be the function from linear atoms to $ given by ?(A) = T(A). 
It follows immediately from Theorem 3.11 that, 
rk (L).T) A if and only if F k(p,;j A . 
Thus I- k (Q.7) A for all relational quantales if and only if r k (e,7j A for all 
quantales. 0 
Observing further that NILL is complete with respect to interpretation in 
quantales [5], it follows that NILL is sound and complete with respect to 
interpretation in relational quantales. A similar argument shows the completeness 
of ILL with respect to interpretation in commutative relational quantales. Defin- 
ing the additional structure needed to model negation in a (relational) quantale is 
delicate but not difficult: an analysis appears in [14]. 
These results are interesting for two reasons. Firstly, they illuminate linear logic 
by providing a sound and complete class of models in which the propositions are 
interpreted as relations, non-commutative @ is interpreted by the familiar notion 
of relational composition and the exponential !A has a natural, non-degenerate 
interpretation as a greatest fixed point (in contrast with several models in which 
[!A] = [[l&Al). S econdly, they provide a language for the structures that Hoare 
and He [9], Backhouse et al. [4, lo] and Jones and Sheeran [12] have studied, by 
giving the logic appropriate to such relational models. 
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